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  Beta Film
 
            A leading independent Film & Television group, Beta Film produces,
            finances and distributes high-end content for the global market,
            nurturing extensive partnerships spanning from public to private
            broadcasters, streaming platforms to special interest channels,
            production companies and top international talent, theatrical and
            video distributors to major film and TV festivals.
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 Apr 9 2024 The global phenomenon continues:  NRK’s “Skam” gets Croatian remake “Sram”
 Skam, the groundbreaking format from Norway's NRK, is getting a new adaptation: Sram, produced by CGM Films for HRT in Croatia.
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 Apr 8 2024 Beta Film’s high-profile Turkish crime drama “Persona” returns for a second season, French remake for M6 underway
 The critically acclaimed crime drama Persona starring International Emmy® award winner Haluk Bilginer is returning for a second season.
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 Apr 5 2024 Beta Film unveils extensive MIPTV line-up: Over 400 hours of new and returning dramas, headed by Canneseries entries “Maxima”, “Operation Sabre”, and featuring the trailer premiere of “KRANK Berlin”
 Beta Film has once more packed its line-up with 20 titles of fresh, exciting, gripping new dramas and returning series for MIPTV.
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 Apr 5 2024 Variety: Greek Island Murder Mystery ‘The Beach’ Puts Dark Spin on Summer of Love, Proves to Be Primetime Hit
 Even before it became a primetime sensation last fall, Greek drama “The Beach” had all the elements of a smash hit.
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 Apr 2 2024 "Inspector Dupin" achieves record-breaking ratings in Germany
 The beloved Inspector Dupin series continues to captivate audiences with its twelfth installment, Inspector Dupin XII - Brittany’s Glory, garnering unprecedented success on German television.
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            Apr 5 - Apr 10 2024
         Canneseries - Celebrating series from all over the world
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            Apr 8 - Apr 10 2024
         MIPTV - The 61st Spring International Television Market 
   More 
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            Oct 21 - Oct 24 2024
         MIPCOM - The World's Greatest Gathering of TV and Entertainment Executives 
  




  Program Highlights


 
 
        Maxima
      
 
        The story of Maxima’s journey from early life in Argentina and New York to her engagement to Dutch Crown Prince Willem-Alexander. Based on Marcia Luyten's bestseller.
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 30 Days of Lust
 The most relatable series about the essence of navigating life at almost thirty, where self-discovery remains elusive. In the vein of LOVE and GIRLS.
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 Operation Sabre
 Based on true events, the assassination of the Serbian Prime Minister in 2003, and the ensuing investigation that marked a turning point in the history of the nation.
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 Homejacking
 No one knows yet what he is looking for when an affluent couple is ambushed by a masked man in their house. Deep in their basement lies a secret that was hidden for decades…
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 To browse our entire program line-up and to watch trailers and full episodes, please login or register here.
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